How will the risk management evolution take
place?
LS: It is already well underway for some firms,
those forward-thinking firms that – before and
since 2008 – realized that a necessary element
for success in markets good and bad was better risk management: comprehensive and fast.
2008 exposed a painful and expensive Achilles
Heel for financial firms that did not have a single
risk engine that could effectively capture aggregated firm-wide exposures or play out the effect
of a specific market scenario (collapse of real estate prices and equities, drying up of credit and
liquidity, spikes in volatility, etc.)
across all business units.

had some very interesting discussions with our
clients who took a hard look at their heritage risk
system topology and asked us how to streamline it into more of a trading desk technology at
the enterprise level. That is the kind of thinking
and actions that will create the successful firms
of the future.
Describe how the new risk topology works.
LS: It’s transformative. First, you are operating
with a single database for positions, pricing assumptions and input risk data – no more reconciliation of databases.
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By the year 2020 – just 12 years
post the 2008 financial crisis
– enterprise risk management
will look remarkably different, says
Lance Smith, Chief Executive
Officer of Imagine Software.

Because of rapid advances in trading technology,
structural changes in the marketplace and
increasingly stringent regulatory requirements,
enterprise risk will evolve to become more like
front office desk risk – except on a global basis.
Risk management will become real-time across all
traded products and aggregated across all regions.

At the same time, advances in
technology have pushed trading
frequencies to nearly a continuum, while OTC derivatives began
clearing on CCP’s “as fast as technologically possible” as mandated
by the CFTC; 99% of all trades are
now cleared within ten seconds.
This requirement would have been
technologically unthinkable only
a few years ago and became the
turning point for firms who understood that the velocity of risk was
only going to increase and that
regulations would only become
more complex. Looking back and
standing still were no longer options for financial firms and their
stakeholders.

streamlined architecture, firms are freed up to focus on performance.
What is the implementation cost?
LS: Our clients looked at the ongoing expense of
maintaining a patchwork solution and decided it
would become increasingly costly to maintain
and difficult to adapt to an evolving marketplace.
In effect, they would be paying twice: once to
maintain or upgrade each independent system
and then once again to maintain the interconnectivity of the systems among each other to
ensure consistent assumptions, as well as with
a separate centralized risk system.
This patchwork of legacy systems
is very complicated as the accompanying diagram shows.
By moving to a simpler and more
powerful topology, our clients have
been able to achieve real-time risk
monitoring at every level – from
the CRO to the trader – each with
their own individualized views of
the data that is relevant to their
role in the firm.

“2020” Vision?
While we cannot quite predict the
The original topology (above) shows a global prime broker with
future, two things are clear: marmultiple cross-asset systems. The new topology (below)shows a
kets are only going to get faster,
single optimized risk engine with real-time feeds, calculations and
and regulatory oversight is only
streamlined architecture to enhance performance.
going to increase. Our clients have
already tasked us with creating
flexible solutions to enable them to
manage rapid compliance reportWhat actions did companies
ing and global limits monitoring,
take?
and we have gone a step further
LS: They asked the right questions,
by enabling them to incorporate
such as “can my risk system protheir own pricing models and crevide the real-time views that I need
ate their own calculations within
now and in the future?,” “do I have
our system. The future of risk
the ability to assess the risk of
management is clear, and Imagine
my actively-traded business lines
can deliver the system you need,
in the context of my enterprise
because our cloud-based platform
risk?,” “how current is my data?,”
manages all the requisite data and
“am I using stale correlations that will impact my
is completely flexible. Let us help you to achieve
global view of risk?,” and “how consistent is my Second, you’ve got a single risk engine that con- “2020” vision – in real-time and at a practical cost.
risk measurement and my underlying market as- tains all of the pricing models, one point of entry
sumptions across all business lines?”
for global risk calculations and the operational
ability to focus enhancements on one system
Companies realized that cobbling together a dis- that services the entire firm. It can turn on a
parate collection of risk systems makes it difficult dime.
to drill into problematic enterprise numbers, or
to initiate a unified “command center” response Everything is converted to real-time, including
when market dynamics suddenly change. We trade feeds, prices and calculations. With a more

www.imaginesoftware.com/real-time
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